Casualties during crowd evacuation in many unexpected events are closely related to panic behaviors. In this paper the evacuation crowd system is abstracted into a dynamic complex network composed of three types of people, namely calm people, panic people, and herding people, as well as their interactions. The mathematical model of these interactions is established based on complex network theory. Further, the evolution of herding people to panic people is interpreted by a specific concept of ''herding-panic threshold,'' as well as its utility threshold model, in which the own characteristics of herding people and the external pressure from the surrounding crowd are comprehensively considered. To verify the rationality of some assumption in the utility threshold model, a questionnaire survey about the evacuation psychological behaviors is carried out. Through theoretical analysis and simulation, the influence of some key parameters on the herding-panic behavior is discussed in detail, via analyzing the change of panic rate. Some safety measures to control herding-panic in evacuation are also suggested.
Introduction
The behavioral response of evacuees during mass evacuation is an important aspect of crisis research. There is evidence that during emergency situations such as fires, people strongly affect each others' behavior. 1 A key concept to human behavior in emergency situations is the perception of threat and risk. 2 Before they decide to take an action, people need to judge firstly whether the situation they are confronted with provides a threat. If one does not possess the necessary resources, such as experience, information, or guidance, to deal with a situation that is perceived as dangerous, psychological stress will occur, which will cause the person to abandon normal psychological behavioral patterns and subsequently misjudge the situation and engage in irrational behaviors, such as pushing and stampeding. These are described as ''non-adaptive'' behaviors. Bryan 3 described non-adaptive behaviors as follows:
Non-adaptive behaviors range from the single act of leaving a fire room without closing the door, thereby causing the fire to spread throughout the building structure and threaten the lives of all other people in the building, to the more generalized behavior of escaping from a fire without considering others and even injuring others in what is often termed ''panic. '' During such a process of ''non-adaptive'' behaviors, social influence (SI) plays a key role. SI is conceptualized as ''changes in attitudes, beliefs, opinions or behaviors as a result of the fact that one is confronted with attitudes, beliefs, opinions, or behaviors of others.'' 4 Many literatures have investigated the effects of SI on behavioral patterns during emergency evacuations, especially so-called panic behaviors. Although the term ''panic'' is a controversial topic, in which some interview data and case studies demonstrate that panic is a very rare occurrence in fires, as claimed by Fahy, 5 the idea of panic and the term continue to be used by the public as well as fire experts. For example, Shields and Proulx 6 analyzed and summarized the characteristics and laws of human behavior in fire situations, arguing that the normal motivations, objectives, and activities of people in emergency situations are prone to be displaced by anxiety, depression, panic, anger, and other emotions, thus triggering clustering, herding behavior, and so on. Helbing et al. 7 proposed a social force model, which is reported by in Nature, to study the dynamic characteristics of panic behavior in the evacuation process and simulated the arched congestion form of the crowd at an exit. Besides, in many emergencies, such as when somebody shouts ''bomb'' in a crowded subway, or there is a terrorist attack in a railway ticketing hall where large crowds are off guard, panic does exist and induces tragic catastrophes, which cannot be attributable to building design or its management. Therefore, from our viewpoint, using the term ''panic'' is practicable as long as it is given appropriate descriptions to characterize human behavior in dangerous situations.
Considering the dual-process model of SI, if people do not have prior experiences with emergencies and, therefore, no available heuristic, other people's behavior may become an important and salient source of information. 8 When one gives up his own views and takes actions consistent with most of the surrounding people under the condition that his thoughts are ambiguous due to the lack of experiences with emergencies, and his psychological pressure induced by the surrounding social groups continues to rise, so-called ''herding behavior'' may emerge. If other people's behaviors show a high level of irrationality, such as screaming, rushing, colliding, pushing, etc., which provide salient evidence about panic emotion (more specifically, emotions such as despair, anger, stress, and so on), one who has a certain herding level will tend to be ''infected'' and also present irrational panic behavior. In this sense, it is more appropriate to redefine such a ''panic'' behavior as ''herding-panic.'' Casualties in many unexpected events are closely related to the herding-panic behavior of the crowds, such as the Italian Hall trampling disaster in 1913, when 73 people died trying to escape from a false fire alarm at a crowded Christmas party. 9 To date, the distribution or mitigation of panic emotion in mass evacuation has been reported in some literatures, [10] [11] [12] which actually still focus on the movement characteristics of evacuees. Little research has taken into consideration the occurrence and development characteristics of panic. As stated above, compared with the term ''panic,'' it is more practicable and understandable to depict the ''herding-panic'' behavior and, in the view of emergency evacuation management, it may be more feasible and effectual to prevent people from getting into a panic than to deal with those who have already panicked. Therefore, the patterns and characteristics of herding-panic behavior in an evacuation crowd is a critical issue that needs to be solved.
Herding-panic behavior presents obvious collective characteristics, which was proven by Dias et al. 13 in their experiments with panicking ants, due to the scarcity of human data on panic. Also, collective panic in pedestrian evacuations has been studied for its underlying mechanism of emergence by using simulation tools. 14 15 such collective characteristics of panic are also mentioned. Besides, individuals have relationships and interactions with each other, constituting a complex evacuation system. According to the ideas of SI, panicked individuals may have a negative impact on other people and, on the contrary, the calm leadership of certain evacuees may inspire orderly movement of others. Therefore, the whole evacuation crowd can be viewed as a complex network composed of calm people, panic people, and herding people, as well as their interactions, and whether the herding people evolve to be panic or non-panic people is just a decision-making process. To predict the behavior of individuals in choice situations, the utility model has been proven to be a useful approach. 16 In this article, we present a study concerning the herding-panic behavior in an evacuation crowd by (1) constructing the complex network of an evacuation crowd and establishing the mathematical model of interactions between different people (see Sections 2.1 and 2.2); and (2) depicting the herdingpanic process through a utility-based evacuation behavior decision model (see Section 3). Through the integration of a hypothetical evacuation scene and some existing survey results about the characteristics of human evacuation behaviors, the influence of some key parameters related to SI on the herding-panic behavior is discussed (see Section 4).
Construction of the complex network
for an evacuation crowd 2.1 Brief introduction to complex network theory Currently, the complex network has become a hot issue in the fields of bioscience, engineering science, mathematical and physical science, etc. Two well-known innovative works have motivated the research on the complex network. In 1998, Watts and Strogatz 17 proposed the Small-World network model for the first time, to describe the transition from an entirely rule network to an entirely stochastic network, which was published in Nature. The Small-World network possesses both the clustering feature, similar to rule networks, and shorter average path length, similar to stochastic networks. Later, in 1999, Science published the work of Barabási and Réka, 18 who indicated that the distribution of the connectivity degree of many realistic complex networks present a power-law characteristic. Because the characteristic length of powerlaw distribution is not apparent, this kind of network is referred to as a scale-free network. 19 After that, the application of complex network theory has become more and more popular. Many real-world systems can be modeled by complex networks, such as the communication network, 20 the power grid, 21 the trade network, 22 the disease propagation network, 23 and so on. As the research on complex networks has continued to grow in importance and popularity, a variety of characteristics of complex networks have been found, which can be summarized as follows.
The network structure is complex, such as the number of nodes is huge and the structure presents different features. The evolution of the network is complex, which is reflected in the generation and disappearance of nodes or connections. The connections are diversified, that is, the connection weights between different nodes are of differentiation and probable directionality. The network dynamics are complex, such as the state of nodes changing with time through a nonlinear pattern. 24 The nodes are diversified, because a node in a complex network can represent any matter. For example, the node in a network composed of different interpersonal relationships can represent an individual person, and the node in a network composed of the World Wide Web can represent a webpage. Multiple complexities mix together, that is, the above complexities can influence each other and, subsequently, cause even more unpredictable consequences. For example, an electric power supply network should consider the network evolution process, 25 which decides the topological structure of the network. When two nodes in the network transfer energy frequently, the connection weight between them will accordingly increase and the network performance will be gradually improved by continuous learning and memory.
Construction of the evacuation crowd network
The evacuation crowd consists of three types of people, namely calm people, panic people, and herding people. An increase in the number of panic people will increase group pressure, which can lead to some herding people become panicked. Such a process is the ''herding-panic'' behavior defined in this paper. A detailed description of these three types of people is listed in Table 1 .
There are complex interactions and relationships between these three types of evacuees. According to the complex network theory, an individual in the crowd is simplified as a node of the network and the relationships between individuals are abstracted as links that connect different nodes. To simplify the analysis, the following hypotheses are made firstly for constructing this evacuation network.
Although actually the relationship between a calm or panicked individual and a herding individual is bidirectional according to SI theory, considering that the influence of herding people is weak, such bidirectional links can be simplified as unidirectional, that is, a calm or panicked individual has unidirectional influence on a herding individual. Also, the size of the influence of calm individual on a herding individual is not equal to that of a panicked individual. The relationship between the herding individuals is bidirectional, which means that a herding individual is not only impacted by the calm and panic people, but also by other herding people in the evacuation crowd. Interactions between the calm and panicked people exist, but to simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the influence of a calm individual on a panicked individual is equal to the influence of the panicked individual on the calm individual, that is, the two can offset each other. The same kind of connections between individuals is of the same influence weight (IW). Three different IWs, v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , are assigned to three types of connections, as shown in Table 2 .
Hereby, the relationship network of an evacuation crowd can be constructed, as shown in Figure 1 . Because the influence relationships between evacuation individuals are of direction and size, and the interactions are not homogeneous, this network is actually a weighted scale-free network.
In the complex network theory, the strength of relationships between a target node and other nodes can be reflected by the degree of this node. For a directed graph, the degree of a node can be divided into two categories, that is, the in-degree and out-degree. The in-degree is defined as the number of nodes pointing at the target node, and the out-degree is defined as the number of nodes pointed at by the target node. The degree of the target node equals the sum of the in-degree and out-degree. 26 For herding people, they are affected comprehensively by both calm and panic people while making evacuation decisions. If the degree of an individual node is larger, it means that the relationships between this node and other nodes are more extensive; thus, the influence of other individuals on this individual is smaller, and vice versa. According to the work of Karsai et al., 27 in weighted scale-free networks, the edge weights depend on the degrees of the nodes at both ends of this edge, that is, v ij ;ðk i k j Þ u , we can set up the formulas of IWs of the evacuation network as follows.
Let node i represent calm people, j represent panic people, and m represent herding people. Connections between the calm (panic) people and herding people exist, and the IWs of connections depend on the degree of nodes, thus we have the following.
The IW from calm people to herding people:
The IW from panic people to herding people:
The IW between herding people:
Here a, b, and g represent the weight coefficient of calm people, panic people, and herding people, respectively; k i , k j , and k m represent the degree of nodes i, j, and m, respectively; k h i is the average degree of the network; u is a constant index of a specific weighted network and 0 \ u \ 1.
To simplify the analysis, here we set u = 0:5. According to the relationship network of an evacuation crowd, the calm node (the node representing calm individuals, hereinafter inclusive) or the panic node only has out-degree, so the value of its degree equals the number of herding people, namely, k i = k j . The in-degree of the herding node depends on other people except itself, so the in-degree equals the number of total evacuees minus one. Because the out-degree of the herding node only points at other herding people, the out-degree equals the number of herding people minus one. Here we assume that the weight coefficient of calm people a equals to 1.
With the change of the number of panic people in the crowd, the network structure will change with time, that is, the number of the three types of nodes and their weights will change, and thus the relationship network of the evacuation crowd established above is actually a kind of dynamic complex network. The change of the number of panic people depends on the evolution of herding to panic, which is in fact a decision-making process of herding people. An effective way to describe such a decisionmaking process of evacuation behavior is the utility model, which is also applied widely in analyzing behavioral selection issues. 28, 29 In this paper, whether the herding people evolve to be panic or non-panic (calm) depends on the usefulness perceived by the herding people, who are of different herding-panic thresholds, about the alternative evacuation behavior. In the following part, we will introduce the concept of the herding-panic threshold and establish a threshold utility model to describe the herdingpanic evolution integrated with the above mathematic model of influence relationships between different types of people. On the basis of this model, the impact of relevant parameters on the herding-panic behavior will be discussed in detail.
3 The threshold model of herding-panic behavior based on the crowd network 3.1 Mathematical expression of the threshold model Herding people actually can be viewed as potential panic or calm people. Whether they evolve to panic depends on the decision-making of herding people for their own evacuation behaviors, which is strongly related to their threshold of panic per se. Such a threshold that controls the aforesaid transition of evacuation behavior is defined as the ''herding-panic'' threshold. The threshold model can describe the cumulative effects of the external environment on the individual, and is especially suitable for simulation studies on social dynamic problems. 30 To quantitatively express the judgment of the threshold of herding-panic behavior, the utility threshold 31 will be used. The total utility evaluation for herding-panic behavior consists of two aspects:
the initial utility perception of panic behavior by herding people; the influence of group pressure on herding people.
It has to be noted that people who are panicking may just stop, do something directly against what is recommended, or just flee blindly. Different people have different panic behaviors, sometimes completely reverse. However, in our model, in order to avoid ambiguity about panic behavior, and also for the convenience of model construction, we have described the panic people as those who flee blindly and cannot correctly select an evacuation path (see Table 1 ). When herding people see others fleeing, they may not necessarily judge whether the fleeing behavior is panic or not. On the contrary, they may feel that someone is trying to escape, running very fast, so that it is conductive to escape. Therefore, if saying that panic behavior is considered to be useful to herding people, it just refers to the herding people's idea that ''running fast seems to benefit the escape.'' When the total utility exceeds the herding-panic threshold specified for herding people, herding people will become panicked. For panic people, their herding-panic threshold can be viewed as 0. Here we assume that the initial utility evaluation for panic behavior by herding people is independent of the external environment, and is only related to the characteristics of herding people.
The group pressure plays a key role on herding people. At the initial stage of evacuation, the group pressure formed by a few panic people is lower. Under this group pressure, those who are of lower herding-panic threshold will become new panic people, which make the group pressure rise accordingly. With the enhancing of group pressure, those who are of higher herding-panic threshold will also become panicked gradually, until the group pressure formed by panic people cannot cause those people who are of even higher herding-panic threshold to panic, then the herding-panic process ends. Considering the character of the evacuation crowd network, the threshold model is established as follows:
Here U i, t is the utility of herding-panic behavior perceived by the ith herding people at time t. A i,t is the initial utility perceived by herding people per se about the panic behavior, which depends on the ''usefulness'' of panic behavior judged by them. It is assumed that A i,t is constant, but is different among individuals, that is, A i,t depends on the individual characteristics. Such an assumption about A i,t is explained in the ensuing section.
B i,t-1 is the cumulative effects of the evacuation crowd network on the ith herding people at time t-1, which is related to the cumulative number of panic people before time t.
The coefficient a i is the degree of certainty for A i,t , given that herding people are vague in judging and evaluating their behaviors.
The coefficient b i denotes the IW of the evacuation crowd network for the ith herding people.
Thereby, b i B i,t-1 is the group pressure of the network to the ith herding people at time t-1.
Set the herding-panic utility threshold for herding people is 0, then: when U i, t . 0, the ith herding people will become panicked at time t, then record e i, t = 1; when U i, t 4 0, the ith herding people will not become panicked, then record e i, t = 0.
Thereby, the cumulative number of panic people at time t can be obtained as follows:
in which n 0 is the initial number of panic people and p is the total number of evacuated people. The panic rate (representing the level of panic in the crowd) at time t is as follows:
The influence of the evacuation network on the herding people is as follows:
Here, panic rate R is actually a kind of subjective probability. As stated by Aven and Reniers, 32 ''if we seek to obtain a more 'intersubjective' knowledge description of the unknown quantities studied, the use of imprecise probabilities could be an appropriate tool.'' Thus, in this work the panic rate (probability) is defined based on the utility, which is in line with the reference to an uncertainty standard, that is, the herding-panic threshold.
An explanation of parameter A i
In this model, the initial utility perceived by herding people per se about the panic emotion and behavior, A i , is supposed to depend on the individual characteristics. To verify the rationality of this assumption, a questionnaire survey about the evacuation psychological behaviors is carried out. The questionnaire consists of two parts, that is, the personnel basic characteristics and the evacuation psychological behaviors. Specifically, questions about the evacuation panic are designed in the second part, which can be seen in the Appendix A. Through field investigation at a subway station with large passenger flows in Nanjing, China, 141 valid replies from 151 questionnaires were received, with an effective response rate of 94%. The questionnaire data was analyzed by the SPSS Statistics 19.0 software, through which the correlations between some personnel characteristics and the evacuation panic were emphatically investigated to verify the assumption of A i .
Personnel basic characteristics.
Through preliminary statistics of the questionnaire data, the personnel characteristic variables are further screened, as listed in Table 3 , in which gender, level of education, age, and safety knowledge are selected to conduct the subsequent correlation analysis. explicit expression of evacuation panic, while ''getting lost'' and ''being caught in congestion'' are two specific scenes that are easy to associate with evacuation panic. Note that the last column, ''Carry-on luggage,'' is just the question ''Do you feel more nervous and anxious if you carry bulky luggage in the process of evacuation?'' This variable is specifically selected to carry out the chi-squared test, although it belongs to the second part of the questionnaire, taking into account that carrying luggage may influence evacuation psychological behaviors.
Correlation analysis on personnel characteristics and eva
The results indicate that gender, education level, and carry-on luggage have significant correlation with the evacuation psychological behaviors, especially with those associated with evacuation panic. Detailed correlativity is emphasized in boldface. On the basis of the chi-squared test, the differences of evacuation psychological behaviors between individuals are further analyzed by cross-tabulation tables (see Appendix B). The following is found.
i.
Women are more easily affected by surrounding panic than men, since there are 55.6% of the total 72 women who think they will be affected by other people's panic, while the proportion in the total 69 men is 34.8% (see Table B .1). ii. When facing emergencies, the first psychological reaction of women is more prone to panic and herding than men, since the proportion of panic and herding among the five types of psychological reactions is 46.3% for women and 30.6% for men (see Table B .2). iii. Women more easily suffer panic than men when facing some uncertain scenes, such as getting lost in the evacuation process, since the proportion of panic among the five types of first psychological reactions when getting lost is 29% for women and 15.3% for men (see Table B .3). iv. There are 70.9% of the total 141 respondents that think they are more nervous and anxious when carrying luggage, and 64% of them think they will be affected by other people's panic (see Table  B .4). v. For those who are more nervous and anxious when carrying luggage, the proportion of panic and herding among the five types of first psychological reactions when facing emergencies is 44%, while for those who are not nervous and anxious when carrying luggage, the proportion is only 24.4% (see Table B .5). vi. When facing congestion during the evacuation process, those who are of higher education level are more prone to panic, since the proportion of panic among the five types of first psychological reactions when facing congestion is 11.5%, 7.7%, and 5.3% for ''Master or above,'' ''Undergraduate,'' and ''Junior college,'' respectively. ''Junior high school or below'' and ''High school/ vocational schools'' are ignored due to the small sample data (see Table B .6).
On the basis of the investigation results obtained by questionnaire, we consider that A i is determined by the following three factors: gender, education level, and carryon luggage.
Males' herding-panic threshold is higher than that for females. A higher threshold means lower initial utility value. It is more difficult for an individual with a lower initial utility value to become panic. The higher the education level, the lower the herding-panic threshold. People who do not carry luggage or those who do not feel anxious about carrying luggage have a higher herding-panic threshold than those who carry luggage, or those who feel anxious about carrying luggage. (Most of the time those who are hurried with large suitcases may feel anxious during walking.) It has to be noted that the survey sample is not representative of the general population. The evacuation crowd is a complex system composed of multiple dimensions of population, such as individuals, groups, and clusters. Different social relations and cultural differences make the evacuation behaviors different. In the questionnaire, only some general situations of evacuation psychology and behaviors are focused on, aiming to qualitatively explain parameter A i of the threshold model.
Simulation results and discussion
A simulated evacuation crowd is used to analyze our model. There are 80 people in total. In this evacuation crowd, there are 10 calm people, 10 panic people, and other 60 herding people initially. According to the above correlation analysis and the herding-panic threshold model, the values of A i could be either positive or negative. The greater the value of A i , the lower the herdingpanic threshold. Therefore, the values of A i for the 60 herding people are randomly assigned, as shown in Figure  2 . Here, the value of A i for each individual is supposed to be constant, in which 24 people are assigned a negative value of A i . Under a series of scenarios with different inputs, the evolution of herding people to panic people can be obtained. Figure 3 shows the dynamic change of panic rate R with time under the conditions that a = 1, b = 0:8, r = 0:6, a = 0:75, and b = 1:2. It can be seen that the panic rate rises gradually with time. At the beginning of the evacuation, the number of panic people is just 10, and the group pressure formed by these panic people is not very high, but is enough to cause some people with a lower herding-panic threshold to panic, thus the panic rate rises. The increase of the number of panic people continues to increase the group pressure, and subsequently those who are of higher herding-panic threshold also become panicked, until the number of panic people rises to 42 when the group pressure cannot conquer anyone's herding-panic threshold, and the evacuation process ends. The final panic rate is 0.525 under this scenario, that is, 32 herding people become panicked at the end. The final values of U i for the initial 60 herding people are shown in Figure 4 , in which it is easy to see that there are 32 values exceeding zero, which means that the 32 herding people become panicked in the evacuation process. Figure 5 shows the variation trend of panic rate R with the weight coefficient of panic people, b. It is seen that with the increase of b, the final value of R will also increase. This result is accordance with common sense, because the increase of b indicates the heightening of the influence of panic people on the herding people. When the influence coefficient of calm people on the herding people is fixed (a = 1 in this work), the stronger the influence of panic people, the more notable the increase trend of group pressure will be, and thus the final number of panic people may increase. However, the increase of b will not increase the final panic rate unlimitedly. During the period of b 4 a, the increase of b will make the panic rate rise notably, while during the period of b . a, the rise of the panic rate flattens out gradually, and no longer rises with the continuous increase of b. This means that the evolution of herding to panic is strongly related to the influence strength of the surrounding panic environment, but meanwhile, due to the comprehensive influence of the internal panic utility level of herding people and other stochastic factors, there is a certain limit for the impact of the panic environment. This feature can provide certain guidance for evacuation management, that is, even though the panic exists and spreads during evacuation, it is still possible to control the crowd at a rational emotion level and ensure a safe evacuation process. Besides, it should be noticed that in Figure 5 , when b equals zero, 24 herding people will become panicked at the end, that is, the final number of panic people will be 34, with a panic rate of 0.425. Here, the 24 herding people are actually those who are of negative value of A i at the beginning. Therefore, under such an extreme case that the panic people have no effect on herding people (b = 0), whether the herding people will become panicked during evacuation entirely depends on the value of initial utility evaluated by themselves, that is, A i . Figure 6 shows the variation trend of panic rate with parameters a and b under the condition that a = 1, b = 0:8, and g = 0:6. It can be seen that with the increase of a and decrease of b, the value of R will decrease. On the one hand, the increase of a indicates that the uncertainty of the utility evaluation of herding people decreases; in other words, herding people have a more certain judgment for their actions, thus fewer people will tend to panic. On the other hand, the decrease of b indicates that the weight of the group pressure of the evacuation crowd network is smaller, that is, the influence of panic people on herding people is smaller, thus the panic rate decreases. These results indicates the following: (1) given that herding people are vague in judging and evaluating their behaviors, appropriate measures should be taken during the evacuation to reduce the degree of vagueness, and accordingly the value of a increases, such as providing clear and accurate evacuation guidance along the path; (2) although group pressure does exist and stimulates the spread of herding-panic behavior, it is still feasible to take measures to reduce its IW for herding people; accordingly, the value of b decreases, such as arranging more rescuers in the crowd.
Conclusions
To investigate the patterns and characteristics of herdingpanic behavior in an evacuation crowd under emergencies, in this paper the complex network theory is applied to establish a dynamic relationship network of an evacuation crowd that is composed of three types of people, namely calm people, panic people, and herding people, as well as their interactions. Considering that whether the herding people evolve to panic or non-panic (calm) under certain crowd pressure depends on the threshold value judgment for panic behavior by them, we further introduce the concept of the ''herding-panic threshold'' and establish a herding-panic utility threshold model. On the basis of this model, the impact of relevant parameters on the herdingpanic behavior is analyzed in detail under a series of scenarios with different inputs.
It is found that both the internal utility judgment on panic behavior and the external crowd pressure from other panic people play an important role on the herding-panic behavior. The panic rate will increase but achieve stability under certain conditions; in other words, there is a certain limit for the impact of the panic environment. This implies that it is possible to control the crowd evacuation at a rational and safe state, via avoiding the so-called herding-panic behavior and probable casualties caused by panic. It may be feasible to take measures to increase the herding-panic threshold of evacuees, such as lowering the initial utility value for panic behavior by controlling the amount of large carry-on luggage. Providing clear and accurate evacuation guidance along the path may reduce the degree of vagueness of judgment of herding people. Arranging more rescuers in the crowd may alleviate the influence of group pressure in a timely manner. Besides, because women are more prone to be panic than men, it is also important to pay more attention to women during evacuation.
This work attempts to interpret the occurrence and development characteristics of panic from the perspectives of crowd network and evacuation psychological behaviors by means of a mathematical model, questionnaire survey, and simulation, which is meaningful in evacuation safety research since it is impossible to carry out experiments with humans to reproduce panic situations due to ethical and safety concerns.
